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Cambridge School Indirapuram has a very

simple yet effective philosophy – a school

which is of the students, by the students

and for the students. Along with this

philosophy, our school motto ‘We learn to

Serve’ is also being inculcated in the

students of all classes. We are not only

restricted to the completion of the

provided syllabus within four walls but we

are given a chance to explore our

surroundings and engage with people.  The

primary students explore the nature and

its mysterious phenomenon while the

senior students learn how to communicate

with people, know their interests and

work for a brighter future. There is an

encouragement for co-curricular activities

as well and once children develop

interests in their fields, they don’t stop

until they reach their goal.All these

methods help in the professional as well

as holistic development of the child.

 

 

 

Who is an ideal CSI student?

 

Is an ideal CSI student the one who gets 99 percent, or is

it someone who’s a brilliant sportsman or maybe an

extremely talented musician? Although all of these are

startling abilities for one to possess, but they don’t

necessarily imply that the student is an ideal CSI student.

 

In fact, the school’s motto in a way defines an ideal CSI

student.

 

“We learn to serve”.

 

Someone who has learnt to serve be it to serve the school

or to serve the community in any possible way. Anyone

and everyone who possesses the quality of serving others

and has integrity and perseverance, displays empathy and

courage and has the zeal to do so is an ideal CSI student.
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“Competition is a rude yet effective

motivation”. Competition brings out the

best in products and services, and the

worst in people”.

~Toba Beta

  When you hear the word “competition,”

your thoughts may run to images from

your childhood, winning the first-place

match in a soccer tournament or the race

for the first position. Oh the ‘high’ it gave

you! And you may also remember the

embarrassment of failing at certain

competitions. CSI has a unique way of

instilling confidence among the students

and this is through conducting more

individual competitions than inter-

house.While inter house competitions

foster a sense of unity and the

 

 

Individual Competitions as an Alternative to Inter-House

Competitions

Rithesh Ravindran
CCA President
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spirit of teamwork, individual

competitions promote healthy

enduring habits.Each child

discovers his own identity when

he is propelled in a situation

where he has to prove himself the

best. Not only this, it builds

resilience and motivates the

students. These activities actually

help students learn to see things

from others’ point of view, and

build a strong character

notwithstanding failure.These

competitions capture the students

and help them unearth

opportunities like developing new

talents, desire to improve and

experiencing higher self-esteem.

 

 

Changing Phase in Education

A student's point of view
The CCE system was introduced by

the Central Board of Secondary

Education in year 2009 with the

enactment of the Right to

Education (RTE) Act to bring about

a holistic development among

students. Earlier assessment

majorly focused on scholastic

aspects but with the introduction

of CCE, an equal emphasis was

given to co-scholastic skills and as

well as on the continuous growth

of students ensuring their

intellectual, emotional, physical,

cultural and social development.

While the introduction of CCE

helped students boost their result

by various means but

students  who were already lagging

behind in their academic result

took it as a way to escape from the

hardwork because scholastic

  result did not play a major role in

his/her overall result. CCE pattern

of evaluation failed to provide

academic acumen to the young

generation.

Many students pointed out that it

was unfair to put both bright and

average students within the range

of 10% in grades. In the CCE

pattern of evaluation, the

competitive spirit was missing

among the students. Besides, 40%

weightage for projects was not the

right way to judge students as

many of these were the result of

plagiarism. It also instilled a laid-

back attitude among students

which would have turned fatal in

their near future. It would have

played as an obstruction in

achieving licit goals as per their 

 

 

 

  potential because as per their

potential because they lacked the

key of hard work. Keeping all this

in mind, CBSE decided to finally do

away with CCE and bring back the

original pattern of assessment,So I

strongly feel that while CCE

pattern had virtuous intentions it

was not rightly executed. This is

because we live in a world which is

a race and is governed by the

decree of ‘survival of the fittest’.

While interpersonal development

plays a crucial role in one’s life, it

is necessary for a being to be

competitive in today’s world.

Harshita Raj
Vice President Literary
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Changing Phase in Education

A teacher's point of view

“Where the mind is without fear

And the head is held high ……  “

 

All guardians and teachers wish to

provide such a meaningful

education to the young learners.

Keeping this in mind the CBSE has

been making sincere efforts to

implement certain assessment

patterns for the students -

specially for those in class ten. 

  It has been observed how the

Board examinations of yesteryears

slowly gave way to the tidal waves

of the CCE pattern - inviting

endless avenues for continuous

evaluation of the class ten

students.

The system offered multiple

opportunities to children to

express their inherent talents in

various categories. It became

possible to explore knowledge

through endless projects ,

presentations ,  role plays ,  models

etc. The continuity of their

evaluation throughout the year

encouraged spirited kids to reveal

their talents in unexplored

spheres. It awakened their hidden

capabilities. All these triggered

the dormant abilities of the

students when tickled by

challenging assignments, in the

hope of scoring high grades. 

  It proved beneficial for those

interested in co - curricular

activites besides enabling the not-

so-good learners to sail through

safely. But for the ambitious ones

it was not so pleasant to find

themselves bracketed within the

common grades with the average

students. 

Though the teachers enjoyed such

interaction with the students in

multiple spheres ,  it increased

their workload, keeping them

engaged in maintaining records of

each child in numberless

categories, followed by uploading

grades within the time limit. 

  Yet even today many have fond

memories of CCE as a stress

reliever with no fear of failure. 

  But the progressive attitude of

the CBSE preferred to introduce

the annual Board examinations

once again for the students of

class ten.Now all learners have to

function within a pre- planned

starting line and finishing line.

There are common question

papers for all the examinees ,

differing in Sets on the prescribed

pattern. Uniformity in

assessement is claimed to being

maintained with common marking

schemes and related evaluation

process. Hence, it appears to

satisfy all and sundry.The high

scores seem to please the

achievers ,  enabling them to

supersede the average ones and

establishing their scholastic

acumen.The marksheets declare

their scores in various subjects

proving their competence on the

basis of their written performance

during those allotted three hours.

It is okay with teachers too - to fall

in line with the current pattern -

lesser workload and a hassle free

session.

But do all these actually evaluate a

child’s inherent qualities and

capabilities ?

        CCE may have posed problems

for uniform assessment of all

students with integrity and

sincerity all over the

country.Doubts may have been

raised as many teachers and CBSE

schools might not have been

trained and equipped to conduct

them seriously. 

      So the present Annual Board

examination (for class ten) seems

to be the most suitable solution

for all concerned. 

        Yet a nagging doubt lingers … . .

Are we assessing the class ten

candidates in every possible way

and moulding them for the future ?

Dr. Anusree Sarkar
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MADD-tastic CSI

Students, they are buried under

the pressure of scoring well and

being at the top in class. In the

process of this, we fall short of

time for discovering new hobbies

or even doing the current ones.

Basic things like sketching,

writing, doodling seems

impossible. The point that people

miss here is, that life is not just

based on academics but it has a

much wider concept. And that is

when co-curricular activities play

a major role. Many people find

their dream jobs in their hobbies.

CSI Indirapuram does everything

it can to help a child grow not just

academically but in all aspects.

For this, we conduct various

activities, while some of them

being compulsory. This not only

brings about an overall

personality development but also

helps take the burden off the

students. We have something

called the MADD- music, art,

dance, drama.
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Music:  Swaying away in the rhythm of

beats, unearthing different forms and

experimenting their notes, the students

learn to appreciate every element that

music has to offer. An individual relates

himself to every instrument and every

note. It creates a world full of peace

where they experience calmness and the

power to do anything.

 

Art:  Fine artistic skills such as drawing,

painting, sketching, sculpting, all need an

exorbitant amount of patience and

practice. Visual art as a subject helps

enhance the creativity of a student,

helping them to understand the true

meaning behind beautifully crafted

illustrations. Art as a subject promotes

nothing but the perspective of an

individual, improving motor skills and

decision making. This allows a person to

express themselves truthfully and in

their rawest forms.

 

Dance:  Providing self-expression,

aesthetic pleasure and entertainment,

dance produces a state of mind that is

very different from everyday

experiences. It creates a self-contained

world for dancers, in which they are

capable of prowess and endurance far

beyond their normal powers.
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English/Hindi Literary Club:  What is better than getting lost in the

world of literature only to find yourself there.   The students surfeit in

various activities like writing, enactment, talks, drama and explore

the new horizons of the language.

 

Non-Fire Cooking:  It teaches the students to cook food not using fire

but alternative sources like microwave and other electrical

appliances. This makes them independent and allows them to indulge

in an enamored world of gourmet.

Dyuti Anand
President Literary

Full Colours and Half Colours

CSI has a unique take towards academics. Here, the ways of teaching

are not shackled to four walls of a classroom. It believes in making

education a fun and consuming experience.

 

Fests of different subjects are conducted where we have students

participating from different schools. Here the students compete

against each other and gather a plethora of experience and knowledge

coated with a lot of zest and joy.
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Humanitas

It is the Annual Humanities Fest. It’s

soul purpose is to provide a platform

to the students to be able to showcase

their talent in varied subjects of the

stream humanities through abundant

activities.

 

Infoyage

It is an Annual IT Fest having a

mélange of competitions including

programming, gaming, quizzes to

enrich the young minds.

 

Biz Geist

It is the Annual Commerce Fest which

aims to enhance the interest of

students towards the subject and

develop the practical application of

theories and ideas. It provides an

opportunity to connect with others,

build confidence and develop soft

skills through multitude of social

events.

 

Impressions

It is the Annual Art Fest. It breathes in

the aura of the motley palette and

drenched in joy of filling the canvases

with aspirations. It is the platform to

showcase the talent of young artists.

This fest serves to encourage the

beautiful art paintings of budding

minds.
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Poetic Raga

It is an Annual Poetry event which

aims to revive the art of poetry

within budding young minds. It

targets both written and spoken

poetry. It has events like slam

poetry, poetic dramatization, 30

words poetry writing.

 

Psynergy

It is the Psychology Fest which

provides a platform to students to

voice their psychological opinions

through invigorating and thought

provoking activities.

 

Aura

This event aims to bring cultures all

around the world together through

melody and rhythm.

 

Newtonium

This event aims to develop young

minds by instigating their analytical

and logical skills.

 

Antheia

 It is the Annual Biology Fest. The

thought behind the event is to

instigate the spirit of vivid

storytelling, factual and mindful

discussion along with practical

application of morphology and

anatomy of plants.



 CSI Art Ensemble
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People who love music, who can

lose themselves in a book, or who

can spend hours painting a

picture of a barn know the deep

satisfaction that can be found in

art.

 

Arts education including dance,

music, theatre, drawing, painting

or sculpture, whether in practice

or theory, has been a part of

curriculum for decades. But many

schools are cutting back or

eliminating their art programs

due to budget constraints. Today

more than ever art is needed by

young people as a forum for safe

expression, communication,

exploration, imagination, and

cultural and historical

understanding. A strong art

education promotes self-directed

learning and sharpens critical as

well as creative skills.Cambridge

school offers different types of

arts education. It is compulsory

till class 10th. Students have

choice between various co-

curriculum activities. They get to

choose among them every year

which helps them to explore new

options or nurture their

expertise in one course.

 

 

 

 

Simple creative activities are

some of the building blocks of

child development. Learning to

create and appreciate visual and

performing aesthetics is more

important than thought.

 

Numerous studies done over the

past decade have demonstrated

the amazing benefits of such an

integral education facet.Students

who don't have access to art

classes may not only miss out on

a key creative outlet, but might

also face greater difficulty

mastering core subjects, higher

dropout rates and more

disciplinary problems.The

Performing Arts curriculum

encompassing Indian/Western

dance and Music as well as

Instrumental and Theatre has

been shaped with a vision of

enabling and encouraging the

students to engage in the

creative, expressive and

responsive processes of the arts

throughout their lives. It aims at

giving the students a strong

foundation in the cultural

history, knowledge and technical

skills of dance/ music/ theatre so

that our students sustain a

 

 

meaningful, lifelong relationship

with performing arts – as artists

or as enthusiasts.

 

Dance and music being the core

elements of performing arts, our

school organizes summer camps

where the students are taught

different forms. Every year our

teachers put together wonderful

efforts into “Kalakriti” for the

junior students so that they can

boost up their confidence year by

year.

 

At the heart of a Visual Arts

curriculum are knowledge and

skills that foster creativity, while

respecting individual differences

in appreciation and expression.

The curriculum is simple and

stimulating seeking to empower

students to explore their own

creative prowess as they

experiment with different media

and go through a varied range of

art like drawing, painting,

sculpting and photography.

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Workshops

We at Cambridge expand the scope of classroom through workshops and interactive sessions

by guest artists. These programs focus on the value of learning through original artworks as

well as years of experience.

 

Individual competitions

Individual competitions are meant to be friendly games to develop a spirit of healthy

sportsmanship amongst children. A series of individual competitions are held during the

academic year whereby the students participate with interest. These competitions includes all

different forms of art.

 

Exhibitions

In a community as diverse as ours, the arts serve as an essential bridge across language and

cultural differences. They become the shared link, the glue that shapes our understanding of

how we see ourselves and one another. Exhibitions of student's art work motivate them and

also succeed in influencing the public's understanding of art work made by children.

 

Fests

Not only academic but also the visual and performing arts is used as a platform of competition.

Dance and music fest “Aura” and Art fest “Impressions” provides an outlet to students and

gives opportunities to them to express their aptitude while having a friendly competition with

their peers. Themes are chosen every year and students participate from different schools.

Fests are not only about the competition but it also enlightens the students in qualities like

teamwork and leadership.

Tanya Kaur
Art President
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Road to Future
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We have career counselling sessions for 

students of classes 11th and 12th. It's

purpose is to shape the young minds and

help them choose their career. This

guides the students to the right path.

Budding Artists

The Art Faculty of Cambridge School

Indirapuram organised a workshop for the

students of Classes VI to XII on April 16, 2019.

On this occasion, CSI was honored to have

renowned artist and Padma Shri Professor

Biman B Das among us. He delivered a lecture

on 'Integration of Art in School Education'.

He shared his journey in the field of Arts and

how his teacher had motivated him to choose

Sculpture over Painting.

According to Prof. Das, "Art can never be

copied. Rather, it is one's own imagination and

perception".

He impelled the students to never let the

artists within die and always keep scribbling

wherever they can and whenever they can. He

actuated them to breath in the antiques and to

visit museums and treasure the paintings and

artifacts.



 

 

 

 

Ms. Reha Bublani, Director

Enabling Leadership, conducted

a Leadership workshop for the

class XII student council.  Reha

has a Masters Degree in

International Employment

Relations and Human Resource

Management from London

School of Economics, London,

with specialization in cross-

cultural management and

leadership development. 

The main focus of the workshop

was on 'Global Goals of

Sustainable Development'.The

students dwelled on the

importance and the rational

need of these goals. They

assimilated their actions and

discerned the measures that

they must incorporate in their

daily lives.

Teaspoons of Change

Change Catalyst

The prime philosophy behind Teacher Enrichment Programme at Cambridge Schools is:

To know how to motivate children and deal with individual differences among students.

 

Self-development is necessary for teachers to assess their skills and qualities, consider their aims in teaching

and set goals in order to realize and maximize their potential.

 

Based on the above, quite a few workshops/seminars were conducted by Principal/Headmistresses, teachers and

admin staff off all the Cambridge Schools between 21st to 30th May, 2019.

 

Subject experts in the field of academics, life skills, government liaising, SOPs provided expertise and inights

which greatly helped the participants.
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Theatre in education is a comprehensive and fun way of educating students

about the textbook concepts using plays, dance and narrations. This is an

eccentric approach towards academics which not only engages students

but also compels them to learn in an innovative manner. This is conducted

for all the classes starting from 4th to 12th.
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Theatre in Education
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A Road to Yourself

 
Gloominess.

What is it?

Is it a feeling? A verb?

As per Google, the word gloomy

means “causing or feeling

depression or despondency”.

Why is it that we are all so

unknowingly familiar to this

word?

I believe it’s a world. A world that

everyone has created. A world

that is feeding off of everyone’s

subconscious.Now, is it good to

have such a world hidden in all of

us? The thing is, we all enjoy

when the world appears a little

bit bluer.Melancholy opens you

to your vulnerabilities. It makes

you familiar to yourself.

 Its only desolation that helps you

discover yourself.

You recall that feeling where find

yourself to be really lugubrious

for no apparent reason? It’s

something so personal and

intimate that every human feels

and experiences.

It’s a feeling, when a dark room

and a speaker playing your most

favorite song brings peace to you.

Melancholy helps you meet all

your hidden epiphanies.

Why is it that we actually like to

feel gloomy?

It’s because that’s how you get to

know yourself.

It’s when your soul is true to

itself. It’s when you are on the

face of honesty and nakedness.

Embrace the gloominess.

Keep visiting that world.

Know yourself before you know

others.

Nandini Singh
XII-D

All of us have created our own

fantasy world between the pages

of a book or scenes of new TV

series/movies, with our favorite

character stealing the limelight.

But why exactly do we get

attached to these fictional

characters?

It’s no lie that human mind is easy

to manipulate. When we start

watching TV series/movies or

start reading a book, our mind

automatically starts creating a

special bond with the characters.

We get so indulged in their

persona that we start knowing

them better than ourselves. As a

result, this feeling of empathy

towards them starts emerging

and our heart aches when our

favorite fictional character dies

  or feels ecstatic when something

good happens with them.

Although the characters happen

to be a part of the fictional realm,

they become a consistent part of

our life. The reason for this

attachment might also be the

parasocial relationship with the

characters that helps some

people to escape reality.

This is the reason why people

were upset with the death of

Tony Stark aka Iron Man in

Avengers: Endgame or Severus

Snape, Dumbledore and countless

others in Harry Potter series. The

attachment, which was as real as

the attachment you would’ve had

with a real person, facilitated you

to feel as if you lost a precious

part of your life.

Thus, our attachments are not

just merely based on how

relatable we find them or how

intriguing their personalities are,

but also the healthy and

empathetic parasocial

relationship we start to develop

with them.

And maybe that’s how characters

become indelible; when people

need them to turn their mundane

lives into a magical &

overwhelmingly happy sphere,

thus making survival of reality

easier.

Why Do We Get Attached to Fictional Characters?

Suramya Sharma
XII-D



 

Environmental Conservation
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An environment is the natural

world that surrounds us. It is very

important to keep it clean in

order to live a healthy and

peaceful life. However, the

environmental pollution has

become one of the biggest

threats for Earth. It can affect

our future one day.

 

Humans are considered to be the

most intelligent creatures on

Earth who are able to learn new

things in the universe which can

lead them to the technological

advancement. It goes without

saying that there are many

benefits of technological

development for the economy but

it also destroys our environment

gradually. We develop

technologies to make our life

better but we do not seem to be

thinking that it can ruin

everything that surrounds us in

the near future. The destructive

human activites cause several

adverse effects on environment.

The effects of pollution are

devastating. It is very important

to explore the various types of

pollution and all possible ways of

their prevention in order to make

our planet a safe place for the

growth and development of all

living things.Water pollution is

one of the pivotal problems

nowadays. A lot of garbage is

thrown directly into the water.

Moreover, a lot of factories,

mills, and plants discharge the

untreated industrial wastes and

other unsafe substances into the

water bodies. Water is also

polluted by fertilizers and

pesticides which are widely 

 

used in agriculture. There are

many approaches to garbage

utilization but most of the poor

countries just don`t have enough

money to introduce such up-to-

date technologies.

  Air pollution is another

challenge. The air we breathe has

been contaminated because of

uncontrolled release of harmful

vehicular and industrial smokes.

Burning fuels, nitrogen oxides,

sulfur dioxide, carbon monoxide,

and chemical vapors are the

major pollutants of the air. Sulfur

dioxide and carbon dioxide cause

a situation called Global

warming, wherein the radiation is

absorbed while the heat is

prevented from escaping.

Our environment also suffers

from noise pollution which has

negative effects on people and

wild species.

Environment plays a significant

role in making our existence on

the planet possible. Every

necessity comes under the

environment. We just can`t live

without air, water, land, sunlight,

animals, and other natural things.

Environmental pollution is

affecting our lives physically,

emotionally, socially,

economically, and

intellectually.It has become a

major worldwide issue which

cannot be solved by the effort of

one. The remarkable growth of

technological progress has

negative impact on the ecological

state of our planet. The influence

of the crippling anthropogenic

actions shouldn`t be ignored. We

should contribute every day to

 

 

the preservation of our natural

environment. Mankind should be

sure that technological advances

would never disturb the

ecological balance of the Earth.

Environmental problems should

be handled by the united efforts

of the global community.

Nowadays, a lot of international

summits, conferences, and

presentations are held to deal

with recycling, waste treatment,

and water and soil contamination.

So, let`s each one of us take the

little steps and preserve the

world that surrounds us

 

 

 
Anjali Tiwari

XII-C



 

 

 

 

Khyati Yadav
XII-B

Hope is....

(This is dedicated to the Pulwama Attack incident.)
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Hope is a cruel word

It will tear you apart

Hope is a child's play

Fickled by heart

Hope is chanting words

To the lifeless statue in front

Hope is bleeding tears

While I wait for your return

Hope is like a gun 

In the battle ground

Hope is saving all

Without caring of your whereabouts

Hope is the voice within

That whispers to me every-time

When I see the blood shed 

Telling me that you'll be alright

Hope is knowing 

That you made your enemies burn

Hope is me waiting years

For you to return

 

Fear can be described as an emotion

we experience when we feel

threatened by something. But if we

look away from this definition, fear

is simply an obstacle that holds us

back from performing a task or

executing an action due to feelings

of uncertainty or a possibility of

things not turning out the way we

want them to Fears usually cloud our

thoughts with anxiety and paranoia

which makes it difficult for us to

think rationally or perform

effectively, and as cliche as it might

sound, the only way to overcome our

fears is to actually face them. In

psychology, there is a therapeutic

technique known as 'implosive

therapy'. This is used on people

experiencing phobias or irrational

fears. In this situation, the person

experiencing extreme fear of an

object/event is made to come face to

face with his or her fear in vivo

Fight your Fears 

(i .e. real life) or through creative

visualisation. Post therapy the

realisation that the concerned

object/event of fear is not

threatening to the person helps

them overcome their fear. Even

though this therapy and its use is

purely clinical, a similar way can be

used to overcome our fears and

inhibitions of daily life.Once we go

through a situation we are afraid of

without being harmed or feeling any

pain we are able to comprehend

that the problems exist in our head

and have no effect whatsoever in

our real life. This leads to reduction

of This leads to reduction of fear

related anxiety. 

Our fears are usually a result of a

traumatic event in our past or our

perception of our own shortcomings

which are usually overthought.

When we decide to put a break on

  our 'anxiety dealing ego defence

mechanisms' and try to develop

an understanding of our fears we

truly remove them from our

unconscious.

 

Our daily life already has us deal

with problems caused by various

external factors which aren’t

within our control. By giving

power to our fears which actually

do not exist in reality, we only

add up to our existing problems.

Therefore it is necessary we start

to face our fears and overcome

them to move ahead with our

lives, carefree and unhinged. 

To quote Aristotle,  “He who has

overcome his fears will truly be

free”. 

Soumya Singh
XII-D
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